
MOTHERS AGAINST DRUNK DRIVING AND TRAFFIC

Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MADD) is a nonprofit organization in the United States and . Developing a dedicated
National Traffic Safety Fund. Reducing.

According to the John Howard Society , some studies have shown that permitting victims to make statements
and to give testimony is psychologically beneficial to them and aids in their recovery and in their satisfaction
with the criminal justice system. In fact, there is strong evidence that underage drinkers are less price sensitive
than adults. Money, plain and simple. Reducing underage drinking. I started MADD to deal with the issue of
drunk driving. It will be a de facto zero tolerance policy. A television movie about Lightner garnered publicity
for the group, which grew rapidly. Bureaucracies don't change easily, even when the problems they were
created to address change. By , more stringent DUI laws were introduced in 35 states and passed by 24 states.
Moreover, once you factor in liability issues and sharing vehicles with underage drivers you have pushed the
preset limit down to about. In addition to Michigan, proposals in Oregon, New York and California are being
considered this year. Today, a generation later, drinking and driving is the taboo that it should always have
been, thanks in large part to the efforts of MADD. If passed, Michigan would become the second state to
lower the legal threshold for drunk driving. He writes, "Interestingly, MADD refrains from calling for an
added tax on distilled spirits, an industry that the organization has partnered with on various drunk driving
awareness projects. MADD is one of the most successful grassroots efforts of our time and still a very
powerful lobbying force. Radley Balko , an advocate for decriminalizing drunk driving, [31] argued in a
December article that MADD's policies were becoming overbearing. Twenty-seven people died and dozens
more were injured in the ensuing fire. These tactics have failed to reduce drunk driving deaths, since they
target social drinkers, not product abusers. In , driving after a couple of drinks was considered no big deal in
most circles. Known as the Carrollton bus disaster , it equaled another bus crash in Kentucky in as the
deadliest bus crash in US history. Many judges around the country require that anyone convicted of a DUI go
to one of these panels, where offenders pay MADD a fee to hear victims or relatives of victims of drunk
driving crashes relate their stories. In , MADD's National Board of Directors unanimously voted to change the
organization's mission statement to include the prevention of underage drinking. The 40 million Americans
who drink and drive responsibly should be outraged. Need More Info? We want to do anything we can to
support states that are trying to stop these tragedies and keep drunk drivers off the road. This consisted of:
Resuscitating the nation's efforts to prevent impaired driving. The loss of the Abbas family, a beautiful family
of five, due to a drunk driver, has further motivated a community of advocates to step up and propose real
solutions backed up by the scientific community. Webb in  Increasing beer excise taxes to the same level as
those for spirits. Creating tougher, more comprehensive sanctions geared toward higher-risk drivers.


